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Introduction 
In [2], Keisler initiated and provided a detail study of various kinds of measures 
on o-algebras generated by definable sets. Here we consider some additional 
measure constructions and their properties. 
In particular, we study the ultrapower of a measure on an algebra of the form 
9(A) (to be defined below). We first show that for a countable language, it is 
always nonforking (Theorem 1). Then we prove some preservation results, 
dealing with the equivalence of measures, Loeb measures, ultrapowers and Loeb 
extensions of ultrapowers (Propositions and Theorems 2-5). Except for Theorem 
5, our characterizations of preservations are quite complete. It is worthwhile to 
note that Theorem 3 deals with a stable measure. Such a notion should be 
interesting in other contexts. It provides a method to ‘stabilize’ an unstable theory 
and complements Keisler’s approach. 
This work is based on $6 of my thesis [4]. I wish to express my gratitude to 
Jerry Keisler for his guidance. I also thank the organizing committee of the 
conference for the very generous support of my participation. 
Notation 
The reader should consult [l] for standard terminologies in model theory and 
for ultrapower constructions; [2] and [5] for notions from stability theory. Notions 
like nonstandard universe, Loeb measures, . . . etc. can be found in any 
introductory book on nonstandard analysis. 
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In this paper, we fix a complete first-order theory T in a language 3. For 
convenience, we assume that T has a saturated model ‘JJZ, whose domain M is of 
some uncountable inaccessible power K, and M is internal in a saturated 
nonstandard universe of power K. Sets of cardinality less than K are said to be 
small. The language 3 is represented by a certain small collection of elements in 
the nonstandard universe. Given A c M, S(A) denotes the algebra of subsets of 
M definable in T by some formula cp(x, c?) with ‘special variable’ x and 
parameters ti E A. 9(A) forms an example of the so-called fragment. us(A) 
denotes the a-algebra generated by 9(A), when members of 9(A) are identified 
with clopen subsets of M. A formula of 3 in variable x is identified with the 
subset of M it defines. A type p over 9(A) is at the same time a collection of 
formulas from 9(A) and the closed set given by the intersection of the collection. 
Here a measure always means a finitely additive probability measure. For a 
measure p on a small 9(A), we denote the Loeb extension of ,u on &(A) by pL. 
The measure pi_ is the unique extension of p to a a-additive measure on o%(A). 
Moreover, the pL-measure of an open set X is the supremum of the p-measure of 
clopen subsets of X. Of course, only countably many clopen subsets are needed 
for the supremum. See [2, Theorem 1.21 for a full discussion. (Note that most of 
the ,U in [2] correspond to pL here.) 
WewriteX=Y(mod~)ifCL(XAY)=OandX~Y(mod~)if~(X\Y)=O. 
Because the nonstandard universe is so saturated it is closed under small 
ultrapower constructions. To be more precise, consider a small A c M and let U 
be a small ultrafilter (i.e., an ultrafilter on a small index set). We identify A with 
its canonical copy in &,A. The saturation ensures that there is an embedding 
e : &,A +- M such that e is the identity on A and 
b:b$A))=(M,(e(b):b.,A)). 
We call such a map an elementary map for &A. (Another way to do this is by 
noting that lIU YJJ1= YJL) 
Such embedding induces an embedding of the fragment %(&A) in &, M onto 
a small fragment in M; in fact it is an isomorphic embedding for the complete 
Boolean algebra generated by %(II,A). 
As it turns out, ultrapower is a simple but powerful construction. Results in this 
paper do not depend on any particular embedding e. But for definiteness, for a 
small A c M, we fix e and identify &,A with e&A) c M. 
If a is a function from the index set of U to A, we let a, denote the equivalence 
class in &A that a belongs to. We write tuples CU similarly. 
We now describe the ultrapower construction of measures. 
Definition. Let p : .9(A)+ [0, 11 be a measure on a small 9(A). Let U be a small 
ultrafilter. Then we define a measure &,p on 9(&A) such that for each 
0(x, 6) E 9(&A), 
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( ) G p (0(x, &)) = inf{r E [0, 11: {i: ~(8(x, Z(i))) S r} E U}. 
It is easy to check that ITUp is indeed a finitely additive probability measure, 
and the above is the same as sup{r E [0, 11: {i: p(e(x, G(i))) 2 r} E U}. 
We refer the reader to [2, p. 126 & p. 1291 for notions like sbl(A, A), 
sbl(n, A, A) and fk(B, A). (We use A = A(x, J) to denote a collection of finitely 
many formulas with special variable x, parameter variables J and possibly some 
parameters from M.) In particular, following [2], n.,, P nonforking over p means 
that fk(&A, A) has (&, p)r-measure zero. 
The following shows that ultrapower is a useful notion; it generalizes the 
classical results in [3]. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that 2’ is countable. Let ,u be a measure on a small 9(A), let 
U be an ultrafilter on a small index set I. Then & p is a nonforking extension of p 
to 3(&A). 
The proof will follow from the lemmas below. 
We write mult(n, m, A, A) for the open set which is the union of formulas q(x) 
over A having A-rank in and multiplicity Gm. Note that for A E B, 
mult(n, m, A, A) s mult(n, m, A, B). By the construction of Loeb measure, for 
each A, there is a countable A0 so that mult(n, m, A, Ao) has full pL-measure in 
mult(n, m, A, A). Since 2 is countable, we iterate this and take a countable 
closure, and then obtain a countable A o G A so that for every finite A over Ao, 
mult(n, m, A, Ao) has full p,-measure in mult(n, m, A, A). Note that in particu- 
lar, for each n, sbl(n, A, A,) has full p,-measure in sbl(n, A, A). Therefore, as in 
[2, Lemma 1.15(i)], ,U is nonforking over A,,. 
Lemma. &, p is nonforking over III, A,,. 
Proof. Let 8 = 19(x, 6,). If @I, p)(0) > 0, we can assume without loss of 
generality that ,u(~(x, ii(i))) > 0 for all i E 1. This implies, by the choice of Ao, 
that for each i E I there is a pi E f3(x, C(i)), where pi is a complete type over A 
and has the same ranks and multiplicities as pi 1 A”, the restriction of pi to A(,, 
which we shall denote by q;. Clearly nupi is a complete type over flu A, and 
&pi ) IITuA,, is the same as IIUqiV Notice that we define nupi as 
n (0(x, i& ) E @(GA): {i: 6(x, G(i)) gyp;} E U). 
It is easy to see that nopi is a nonforking extension of I&, qi. But nupi E 8, so 
0 + WIuA, IIuAo); i.e., II,,_, y is nonforking over &A,,. 0 
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From this lemma, and the transitivity of nonforking, it suffices to prove the 
theorem by showing that II, (p 1 A,) is nonforking over A,. Hence we assume 
without loss of generality that A =Ao, i.e., A is countable. 
Notice that by [2, Lemma l.l3(iv)] and the definitions, 
fk(fl A, A) c nyU (sbl(n, A, v A) \ sbl(n, A, A): A over A is a 
u 
finite collection of stable formulas 
I 
. 
Therefore in order to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that each of the 
countably many sets on the right-hand side of the above has (&,p)L-measure 
zero. 
Lemma. sbl(n, A, &A)\sbl(n, A, A) has (II,p),_-measure zero, where n < w 
and A is a collection of stable formulas over A. 
Proof. The proof consists of the following two claims. 
Claim 1. Let p’ be a complete A-type over 9(&A). Zf @Iup), >O, then p’ 
has the form Hu p for some complete A-type p over S(A). 
Proof of Claim 1. Let p =p’ ) A. p is clearly a complete A-type over 9(A). From 
the definition of &,p and Loeb measure, we see that 
(; P),(rJP) = k(P). 
Since p is a complete A-type over 9(A), so by U being an ultrafilter, &,p is a 
complete A-type over $(&A). Moreover, as sets, both &,p and p’ are subsets 
of p. Since &,p has full measure in p, p’ has positive measure and both &p and 
p’ are complete A-types over 9(&A), we conclude that IT,p =p’. 0 Claim 1 
Claim 2. Let p be a complete A-type over 9(A). Then A-rank(p) = A- 
rank(II,p). 
Proof of Claim 2. As p z&p, only ‘c’ needs to be shown. We prove 
inductively that for it < w, 
A-rank(p) > n + A-rank(v p) 2 II. 
This is clear for n = 0. Assume that it holds for n. Let A-rank(p) 3 n + 1. Then 
there are disjoint A-types qi, i < IN, such that A-rank(p fl qi) 2 n. 
Let B 2 A, so that B is small and contains the parameters appearing in 
formulas from qi. We can extend the elementary map for &,A to an elementary 
map for &, B. By induction, A-rank(rI, (p n qi)) 2 n. Note that as closed subsets 
from a%(&, B), II, (p n qi) = (II,p) n (II, qi) and II, qi are A-types, therefore 
A-rank(&p) 2 n + 1. The claim is proved. 0 Claim 2 
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Now applying [2, Corollary 1.81, the union of sets of the form 
sbl(n, A, &A) flp’ of positive measure, where each p’ is a complete A-type 
over &A, has full measure in sbl(n, A, &A). 
By Claim 1, such p’ has the form &,p for some complete A-type p over S(A); 
then Claim 2 shows that A-rank(p’) = A-rank(p), so the Lemma and hence 
Theorem 1, are proved. 0 
Remark. Using the terminologies from [2, p. 1281, another consequence of the 
above proof is that for countable 9, ultrapowers are locally pure extensions. 
Definition. Given two measures Y and A, we write Y << ,I if for all X, 
A(X) = 0 + v(X) = 0, and say that Y and d are equivalent, in symbols Y = ?, if 
Y << A. << Y. 
Blanket assumptions. From now on, we fix a small A c M and let p, p’ denote 
measures on 9(A). 
We now compare equivalence of measures, Loeb measures, and their ultrapo- 
wers. Although many results can be extended to arbitrary Boolean algebras 
instead of fragments of the form 9(A), we do not attempt to follow such 
generalization. 
Definition. @ is said to be simple, if there is no { 8i: i < o}, where each oi is over 
A, and Bi $ 8,+1 (mod p); i.e., the measure algebra 9(A)/p is atomic. 
Proposition 2. Let p be simple. Then p = p’ e pL = pt. 
Proof. For the nontrivial direction, we assume that p = p’. So both p and p’ are 
simple. Then by an application of the Montone Class Theorem and the simplicity 
of both p and p’, we obtain that: 
For any X E as(A) there is 8 E B(A) such that X = 8 (mod pr_ and &). 
Note that the 13 is the same for both p and p’. For such X and 8, pL(X) = 0 iff 
y(8) = 0 iff ~‘(0) = 0 iff pr’(X) = 0. Therefore pL = pt. 0 
The conclusion in Proposition 2 fails in general in the absence of some strong 
conditions like simplicity. 
Definition. p is said to have the strict order property if there are 0(x, J) E .9 and 
aj EA, i < CO, such that 
19(x, ai) ZJ 0(x, &+,) (mod ,Y) for all i -=c CO. 
p is said to have the independence property if there is 19(x, 7) E 3 and for all 
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II < w there are rIO, . . . , a,, E A such that 
~(~a, (3(x, &) A $10(x, di)) > 0, whenever El W E2 = (0, . . . , n}. 
p is said to be stable, if it does not have the strict order property nor the 
independence property. 
Clearly, when T is a stable theory or when A is finite, every p is stable. 
But it is possible that a measure ,u ‘stabilizes’ an unstable theory T. By 
considering the dense linear ordering, one would see that the Loeb extension of a 
stable measure need not assign measure zero to the unstable part of the model, in 
fact it does not have to be smooth (cf. [2, Definition 2.11). Stability of a measure 
is a local property, i.e., it is not preserved under extensions to larger fragments. 
Theorem 3. Let ,u be stable. Then p = ,u’e& p -L &, p’ for all small ultrafilters 
u. 
Proof. We only prove the nontrivial direction ‘+‘. 
Suppose p = ,u’. So both ,M and p’ are stable. By the symmetry of the 
argument, we only need to show II, ,u << III, ~1’. 
Suppose not, let 0(x, &,) be such that (IIu j~)(B(x, &,)) > K-’ for some K < w 
but (II, P’)(@( x, &,)) = 0. Then there are Gi E A, i < W, such that the 8(x, Gi) are 
distinct and 
(*) Vi < cc) p’(e(x, ai)) <i-l, but ,u(~(x, &)) 2 K-’ > 0. 
We will show that if ,u does not have the strict order property, then ,u has the 
independence property for 8. But first we need the following combinatorial 
lemma: 
Lemma. For 0 < n -=c w, there are N,, g o and k, < w with the following 
properties : 
(i) N,, is an infinite subset of N,,_, for each n > 1. 
(ii) Let m S n, then for any Boolean combination 0’(x, yl, . . . , j$,,) of 
06, Y,), . . f > 0(x, jjm) and iI, . . . , i,, j,, . . . , j,,, EN,, such that iI <. * * <i, and 
j, < . . * <j,,,, we have 
P(0’(% G,, . . . ? pi,)) =O ~ ~(e’(X, Cr,,, . . . , aj,,)) =O. 
(iii) For any S c N,,, ISI 6 n j y(l\i,s 19(x, tii)) 2 k,‘. 
Proof. Clearly there is an infinite NI c w such that 
Vj, k E N, @(19(x, ci,)) = 0 CJ ~(O(X, c7k)) = 0) and 
Vj, k EN, (p(lf?(x, Cj)) = 0 e ,u(T~(x, &)) = 0). 
Let k, = K, then (i)-(iii) hold for n = 1. 
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Now assume that N,, and k, are constructed, we will find N,,,, and k,,,, . We 
first apply Ramsey’s Theorem finitely many times for each Boolean combination 
to find an infinite NA,, c N,, that satisfies (ii). Now let k,,, = k,(k, + 1)“. By 
Ramsey’s Theorem, there is an infinite N,,, c NA,, such that either 
or 
Vi,, . . . , in+,eN,+, (i,<..~&+~ ) e P( ,_mbn+, W, &ml) <K:,)> -= _ 
t’il, . . . , in+1 EN,,, (i, <. . . <in+, 
Suppose the former holds, we will get a contradiction. 
Let f:{l,..., (k, + n + l))+N,+, be an increasing function. For 1 <r c 
k, + 2, let -F = /j\rsmsr+n--l 0(x, af,,,). Note that ,n(Xr) 2 k;‘, since each X, is a 
conjunction of IZ distinct 8’s, and the inductive hypothesis applies. 
For lsrck,+2, we let 
On the right-hand side, inside the second bracket, we have a disjunction of no 
more than k, + 1 conjuncts, and each one of these conjuncts has exactly II + 1 
many 6’s. By the assumption, each one of them has y-measure <k;:,. But 
(k,, + l)k;il = k;‘(k, + 1))‘. So each Y, has the form Y =X,\ (a set of ,n- 
measure <k;‘(k, + 1)-l). 
If p(Y,) < (k, + l))‘, then 
,D(X,) < (k, + 1))’ + k,‘(k, + 1))’ = k,‘, 
which is impossible; therefore p(Yr) > (k, + 1))‘. 
But then we have k, + 2 many Y,‘s; they are disjoint and have p-measure 
z(kn + l))‘, impossible. 
Therefore N,,, and k,,, satisfy (i)-(iii). 0 
Now we continue the proof of Theorem 3. To show that if p does not have the 
strict order property, then ~1 has the independence property for 8, it suffices to 
show that for any E c N,,, 1 with 1 El = n, 
(l) P(AicE e(x, ai)> > O. 
(2) Whenever E = El U E, and E2 # 0, 
P(;/J 
1 
e(x7 ai) A $, leCx, 4)) > O. 
By (iii) of the Lemma, (1) always holds. Now we prove (2) inductively. 
Let n = 1, so JEl = 1, so we only need to show that 
Vi E N2 p(le(x, Ei)) > 0. 
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But we will even show that 
Vi, j E N2 (i <j+ ,M(T~(x, Zi) A 0(x, Cr,)) > 0). 
Fix i <j from N2. Suppose that ~(16(x, 6i) A 0(x, ~j)) = 0. Then 6(x, ai) 2 
0(x, 2,) (mod CL). So (ii) of the Lemma shows that 
Vk, m E N2 (k < m -+ fl(x, &) 2 0(x, a,) (mod p)). 
Since p does not have the strict order property, (ii) of the Lemma shows that 
Vk, m E N2 (k < m+ 13(x, &) = 0(.x, 5,) (mod p)). 
In particular Vk E N2 f3(x, &) = 0(x, tii) (mod 11). So (*) and Jo = ~1’ show that 
p’(B(x, CJ) = 0. But then ,u(e(x, ai)) = 0. This contradicts (*). So (2) holds for 
n = 1. 
Now assume that (2) holds for n - 1 and we prove (2) for n. 
Case 1: maxEEE*. Let m = max E. Then the formula in (2) has the form 
@ A 10(x, a,), where CD is a nonempty conjunction of some 0(x, a,) or 10(x, ai) 
with i <m. If (2) fails, then by (ii) of the Lemma, 
Vk E N,,, (k 2 m + ,u( di A -@(x, &)) = 0), 
i.e., @c 0(x, &) (mod ,u) for all such k. Then (*) and p = ,u’ show that 
,u’(@) = 0. Applying ,M = CL’ again, we get ,u(@) = 0, which contradicts the 
inductive hypothesis, since @ is a conjunction of at most n - 1 B’s or 10’s. 
Case 2: max E E El. Then the formula in (2) has the form 
@ A 16(X, ai,) A 0(X, iii,) A . . . A 6(X, iii,+,), 
wherei,<i,<***<i,+, and CD is a conjunction of some 0(x, Gj) or 10(x, CT,) with 
j < iI. 
Now define Y(x, y,, . . . , jr) to be Qi A 6(x, jl) A . . . A 6(x, j$), so the formula 
in (2) has the form Y(x, ai,, . . . , iii,+,) A 10(x, ai,). Then the failure of (2) shows 
that: 
Y(Xt ai,, . . . ) h,,,) G e(x, 4,) (mod 4. 
Therefore Y(x, ai,, . . . , &+,) c Y(x, c7,,, . . . , ti;,) (mod ,u). 
Now by (i), (ii) of the Lemma and since ~1 does not have the strict order 
property, there are arbitrarily large jl <. . . <jr such that 
Y(x, ai,, . . , ~j~) = Y(x, Ci,, . . . , Ci,) (mod p). 
But each Y(x, Cjl, . . . , Cj,) c 6(x, Cj,), thus by (*) it has p’-measure Cj;‘; and 
since p -L p’, so 
,U’( Y(x, ai,, . . . ) ai,)) = 0. 
Now p = ,M’ implies ,~(‘v(x, &,, . . . , ai,)) = 0. This contradicts the inductive 
hypothesis, since Y has only n - 1 0’s or 18’s. 0 
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Remarks. We actually proved in Theorem 3 that if ,U is &stable then the 
equivalence of ,u and p’ for &formulas implies the equivalence of &,p and 
&,p’ for B-formulas for all small ultrafilters U. (Where O-stable, . . , etc. are 
defined in the obvious way.) It is also easy to see that the hypotheses in Theorem 
3 are necessary conditions. 
The following simple fact deals with the equivalence of Loeb extensions and of 
ultrapowers. 
Proposition 4. pL = & * n, p = n, p’ for all small ultrajilters Cr. 
Proof. We assume that ~1~ << ,u[ and will show that rITu p << KIU ,u’. (The other 
half follows from a symmetric argument.) 
Suppose &, p << n, ,u’ fails for some small ultrafilter U. Then for some 13 and 
a E A, (Kl, P’)(‘+ 5~)) = 0 but (Du P)(O( x, GU)) > E > 0, for some .s. So we can 
choose tii E A, i < CO, such that 
Vi < w ,u’( 6(x, E~)) < 2-’ but p( 0(x, a;)) > E. 
But by the o-additivity of Loeb measures, we see that if X = 
/ji<w Vn<o~ 8(xJ ai+n ) then &(X) = 0 but pL(X) > E > 0. 0 
Remark. It is not hard to see that the converse of this proposition fails for some 
theory T. The proposition still holds when measures are replaced by outer 
measures. 
A countably incomplete ultrafilter U on w is said to be selective if whenever 
W,_,X,* is a partition of w such that each X,, $ U, then for some X E U, Vn < w 
IXflX,lSl. 
It is known that the existence of such ultrafilter follows from CH. 
Recall that Loeb measure is Radon. In particular, for a measure Y on 9(A) 
and Z E a@(A), 
yL(Z) = inf{v(X): X E o%(A) is open and X 3 Z}. 
As a consequence, there are countably many 8, E S(A) such that yL(Z) = 
lim,,, v(e,>. 
Theorem 5. Let U be a selective ultrafilter on o. Then 
Proof. Only ‘+’ needs to be shown. Also by the symmetry of the argument, it 
suffices to show that pL >> & + (II, p),. >> (ll, ,u’)~. 
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So suppose ~1~ >> &. Let Z E &F(&,A). By applying Loeb measurability to 
both (&, P)~ and (I&, P’)~, there are 0,(x, (ii,JU) E 5F(&,A) such that for Y = p 
or P’, 
(11) (O,&, (5,JU) A &(x, (&JU)) < 2-” for all n c k, m < co. 
Now assume that (l&,~)~(z) = 0. So (I) and (II) imply that 
(e,(x, (Q,)) < 2++l. 
LetI,=oandforlCn<w, 
1, = I,_, f-l {i 3 n: /4(e,(x, (Q(i))) < 2_“f’} 
f-l {i 2 n: P’(%(4 (k)(i)) n %+1(x, (&+1)(i))) < 2-7. 
So Vn<w I,,zI,,+~, each I,,E U and n n<w Z,, = 0. By selectivity, there is 
1={i,:n<o}~Usuch that each i,,~l,. By restricting U to I, we can assume 
without loss of generality that I = o and each i, = II. Therefore we have: 
(III) Vn G m < w p(O,(x, (i&)(m))) < 2-“+l, 
(IV) Vn s m < m P’(%(x, (&J(m)) a 6+,(X, (G+1)(m))) < 2-“. 
BY (III), 
Since pL >> & so 
Therefore 
lim pye;(x, (L?i)(i))) = 0. 
i+w 
Now define J,, = {i 2 n: p’(Oi(x, (di)(i))) < 2-“}, for n < w. 
So Vn < w J,, 2 Jn+l, each J,, E U and n,,, J, = 0. By selectivity, there is J E U 
such that J = {jn: n < W} and each j,, E J,,. 
Again, without loss of generality, we can assume J = o and each jn = n. So we 
have: 
W) Vm < 0 pye,(x, (a,)(m))) -c 2-“. 
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Now let n < m < w, then 
P’(%(% (&)(m))) 
G (yz: P’(ej(X, (tij)(m)) a ej+l(x, CU;,llCm)))) + P’(8m(x, (am)(m))). 
So by (IV) and (V), 
p’(&(x, (&)(m))) C (2P + 2-“-l + . . * + 2--m+l) + 2-” < 2-“+i. 
(Strictly speaking, (IV) applies to the index set Zz J. If we work on I, we 
possibly increase the number of the distinct 2-’ with i < n in the above sum, but 
the upper bound 2-“+i remains unchanged.) Therefore 
lim n P’(%(x, (4JU>) = 0. 
n-w ” 
By (I), (n, p’)=(Z) = 0. So we have shown 
The theorem is now proved. 0 
Question. Are there other ultrafilters which satisfy the conclusion of Theorem S? 
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